Figure S1 
K3 33 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 K3 3 3 3 3 3 K K3 3 3 3 Overlay of the strand-swapped K6-affimer (orange) with naturally occuring human 34 cystatin C (blue, PDB: 1G96) that is also strand-swapped. Other naturally occuring 35 cystatins engage in the strand swap in the same fashion as cystatin C, but the 36 relative orientation of the two monomers differs. F) Symmetry-related molecules of 37 the K33-affimer:K33 diUb structure showing how the bound chain can be extended. 38 G) Overlay of the structure of the K33-affimer:K33 diUb in the H3 space group (2.5Å) 39 and the P2 1 space group (3.8Å, grey). H) Overlay of the K6-affimer:K6 diUb structure 40 with previously solved K6 diUb structure (grey, PDB: 2XEW), superimposed on the 41 distal Ub. I) As in E, but for the K33-affimer:K33 diUb complex and K33 diUb (grey, 42 PDB: 5AF4), respectively. 43 
Figure S4 (related to Figure 4): In vitro applications of Affimers 57

A-B) AQUA-MS-derived Ub linkage composition for total assembly reaction of A) 58
RNF144A and B) RNF144B after overnight assembly with UBE2L3 and Ub wt. C-D) 59
In vitro assembly reaction of RNF144A and RNF144B with indicated amounts of 60 recombinant diUb as in Figure 4D and probed with C) a K48-specific antibody or D) a 61 K63-specific antibody. Longer chains are preferentially detected, probably due to 62 avidity effects. 63 Figure S5 A B C + TNFα 
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